
Outstanding Pressure Washing Legal Disclaimer

Please keep all pets and children inside or away from the exterior at ALL times. We will at 
all times strive to remove any and all stains, however we cannot guarantee that all stains 
can be removed due to duration of stain or content of stain. Customer should pre rinse all 
plants & grass (you can utilize your sprinkler system for this), we will rinse during the 
process and customer should rinse again after cleaning. Customer agrees to apply due 
diligence in taking care to prevent plant damage by watering and fertilizing if necessary 
any and all plantings that may be deemed at risk for failure. 

Customer agrees to contact us within 3 days to evaluate any large plant or tree exhibiting 
signs of failure so we can offer immediate horticulture assistance for preservation as 
opposed to replacement. As some plants may only experience shock and recover on their 
own. 

Customer agrees to remove all vehicles, bicycles,golf carts, potted plants, trash containers 
or anything that could be damaged during the course of cleaning. We will attempt to 
minimize spotting of windows but cannot guarantee hard water spotting. This is not 
permanent damage and can be removed with a window cleaning done shortly after. At all 
times we take due care to prevent problems but when pressure washing we can not be 
responsible for: leaky roofs, skylights or roofing vents. Open windows, doors or improperly 
sealed areas. Double pane windows with broken seals. (these will condensate between the 
panes) Flaking or improperly painted surfaces. Brittle screens, vinyl's, roll up blinds. Loose 
or improperly installed siding, trim,soffit fascia or gutters. Loose or improperly installed 
exterior fixtures,gauges,door bells,fans,any and all electrical items or outlets. 

We are not responsible for existing damage caused by algae growth on the roof or exterior 
surfaces. Customer agrees to inform us of any known existing defects prior to preforming 
any pressure washing services on contracted property.
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